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Here 1 , the growth of TiO 2 nanoparticles by sintering, the critical step during their large scale manufacture and processing, is elucidated and quantified by molecular dynamics. Highly mobile ions from the particle surface fill in the initially concave space between nanoparticles (surface diffusion) forming the final, fully-coalesced, spherical-like particle with minimal displacement of inner Ti and O ions (grain boundary diffusion) revealing also the significance and sequence of these two sintering mechanisms of TiO 2 . A sintering rate for TiO 2 nanoparticles is extracted that is much faster than that in the literature 2,3 but nicely converges to it for increasing particle size.
The simulations have been run on a common graphics card (NVIDIA GeForce GTX 295) and a desktop workstation (Dell Precision T3400, Ubuntu 9.10, CUDA Version 2.3).
Some issues between central (CPU) and graphics processing unit (GPU) simulations have to be considered 4 , especially for single precision floating point operations to achieve quite good energy conservation 5 . The open source MD code HOOMD-blue 0.8. Calculations accelerated by GPU reduced the simulation time considerably. Ions on the particle surface exhibit higher mobility than bulk ones. Sintering by grain boundary diffusion takes place but to a lesser extent. This
The sintering rate was quantified by extracting a characteristic sintering time. For the smallest particle diameters, these MD sintering times were shorter than those predicted by theory developed for larger particles, but converge around d = 5 nm. 
Sintering Rate
Timesteps 
c) t = 3 ns:
The sinter neck diameter has increased mostly by surface ions (yellow/blue) that have moved over the particle surface and found energetically favorable positions beginning to fill the initially concave region between the nanoparticles . B
d)
he two particles have transformed into an oval structured particle. The concave region between the nanoparticles is filled completely by initial surface Ti/O.
f) t = 150 ns:
The particles coalesced into a spherical structure. The layer of yellow/blue surface ions became thin or disappeared (filled arrows). In the bulk, there are two regions of only green/red ions which experienced little movement. Surface ions in-between the original nanoparticles (b) were "squeezed" out into the formerly concave space between the particles (open arrows, ).
(surface diffusion, filled arrows) ulk ions emerge to the particle surface (open arrows).
t = 30 ns:
T grain boundary diffusion Molecular Dynamics, in the multiscale simulations framwork focusing on aerosol synthesis of materials, provides sintering times as input for mesoscale/continuum simulations for reactor design or atomic structures as input for QM. 
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